Special Exhibition of Archaeological Collections related to
Professor NAKAYAMA Heijiro

April 20th - June 26th 2015
Weekdays 10:00 - 17:00
The Kyushu Uninersity Museum Main Gallery.
3rd Floor, the Faculty of Engineering Main Building.

Hakozaki Campus

Municipal Subway

working on ground level

Entrance Fee: Free

正門

←JR Line

The exhibition will be opening on May 16th (Sat.),17th(Sun.)
and 23rd (Sat.) for the Fukuoka Museum Week 2015.
Hosted by The Kyushu University Museum.

The Kyushu University Museum

By Municipal Subway
15-minute ride from Hakata Station,
or 25-minute ride from Fukuoka Airport Station.
Get off at Hakozaki-kyudaimae,
and walk about 5 minutes.
By JR Line
8-minute ride from Hakata Station.
Get off at Hakozaki Station, and walk 15 minutes.
*Access from the subway station is more convenient.

N

Professor NAKAYAMA Heijiro

（1871−1956）

The first professor of Pathology at the Fukuoka Medical School
(a predecessor of Kyushu University School of Medicine).
Not only he built achievements of medical research on the life cycle
of Schistosoma japonicum,he is also well known for his contribution
to archaeology of Kyushu during Taisho Era and early Showa Era.

About Prof. NAKAYAMA

Not only professor Nakayama conducted medical research, but also he has
been taking an interest in archaeology and he often visited sites since his
boyfood days. After he assumed his duty as a professor of the Fukuoka
Medical School, he started serious archaeological research of ancient history,
then he became a leading archaeologist in Kyushu during Taisho Era and
early Showa Era. He collected a large amount of materials by survey at sites
without excavation, and he produced many research accomplishments
revealing relationship between materials and the sites.

About The Exhibition

The Kyushu University Museum houses a set of Nakayama Heijiro
Collection donated by Mr. and Ms. Okabe (successors of Mr. Yoitsu
Okabe: a pupil of professor Nakayama).
This exhibition displays the collection and other collections related to
professor Nakayama. These collections include materials having high
academic value such as archaeological remains which professor
Nakayama introduced on his academic papers, his autographic field
notes, and his autographic manuscripts of important papers in a scholarly
history. The exhibition also introduces Kyushu University’ s recent
research using materials of the Nakayama Heijiro Collection.

Main archaeological achievements of
Prof. Nakayama
・Research in Gold seal “Kinin” .
・Propose the existence of Middle age between
Stone Age and Iron Age , i.e. Yayoi Period.
・Research in the production system on Imayama
stone axes of Yayoi period.
・Research on ancient Hakata
・Discovery of Korokan, official guest house
established in the Heian period.

Recent research using materials of
the Nakayama Heijiro Collection.
Identification of the origin of the Archaeological stone tools
using petrological analyses.

Photomicrograph of the
Imayama stone axe.

Chemical compositions of olivine in basaltic
material for the stone axes．

Ca elemental mapping using Electron
Probe Micro Analyzer (EPMA).

Spidergram of bulk chemical composition of
basaltic material for the stone axes.

A Sketching of the stone knife by Prof. Nakayama
Kyushu University Advanced Asian Archaeological Research Center
〝High-precision geoscience analyses on the Imayama stone axe.”
Y.Tajiri, T.Adachi, N.Nakano and Y.Osanai

